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Abstract 
With the rise of thought about value based management，the defects in the 
existing MCS theory and framework research have become more and more obvious. 
At the same time，effective integration with value creation and MCS in high-tech 
enterprises demands urgently for new theory，which are the reasons why the paper 
tries to research on the value creation oriented MCS. 
Case study is the chief method in this paper，accompany with summarization 
and logical deduction. In theory，through the analysis about value creation drives and 
environment variables of MCS，this paper finds that technology and human resource 
affect value creation and MCS at the same time，and tries to use R&D as the start 
point to establish a set of value creation oriented MCS since R&D involves both 
technology and human resource. In case，combined with the value creation features 
in high-tech enterprises，this paper selects a bio-medical listed company as the study 
object，to discuss a new value creation oriented MCS after the analysis of defects in 
its existing MCS. 
The contribution of this paper is the adequate consideration about unique 
characteristics of  high-tech enterprises，and reflects in the following parts： 
In the strategy formation segment，this paper allocates different R&D strategies 
with different companies，according to the different revenue expectations、risk 
tolerances、levels of resource、management strategies and R&D scales； 
In the resource allocation segment，this paper gives long、middle and short plans 
according to different financial resource demands at different stages of R&D； 
In the compensation incentive segment，this paper recommends a concept 
“total compensation”，and tries to design the payment structure under its guidance； 
In other segments，this paper borrows the“accountability mechanisms”idea 
from internal control，and applies to the construction of responsibility centers in 
MCS，so as to carry out value creation responsibilities in different dimensions，and 
strengthen the safeguard function for value creation through the steering system and 
accountability mechanisms. 
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